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Dedication
To the memory of my dear wife Martha, partner, companion
and friend over many years, whose quiet wisdom was the
inspiration for much of this philosophy.
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Jim and I are members of the same local church and I am always
grateful when Jim takes the table. His messages are
characterised by real understanding of the Lord’s supper,
genuine usefulness for those of us gathered and a reverent joy
which sets it all alight. I warmly commend these studies to you
for devotional preparation in coming to the table of our Lord.

Graham Cheesman
Principal, Belfast Bible College
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Introduction
This little anthology is a collection of short talks shared at the
Table over a recent period of time. There was no intention of
committing them to paper, but some friends had from time to
time, been kind enough to express their appreciation, and
suggested some form of written record. In particular, my friend
Joe, without whose persistent pressure, I doubt if I would have
put pen to paper.

Although I began the exercise with some reluctance, I have
found the research and writing something of a pleasure, and I
trust the end will justify the means. The contents, by their
abbreviated nature, lay no claim to an exhaustive study, and any
serious analysis might possibly disclose that they are somewhat
of a devotional commentary on the various experiences of a long
life, many of which I believe are common to most.

Those who know me best are aware of the high regard I
have for what we sometimes refer to as the Sacrament of the
Lord’s Supper. I consider the essence of the Table to be pivotal
in our worship and I trust that this motivation will be seen in
what I have written.
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John 19:25–27

“there stood by the cross, His mother…”

If Jesus is in the company, things are never as bad as they may
seem. No matter how much hatred there is, there is also
evidence of love. ‘Where sin abounds, grace doth much more.’
Sin may appear to be in the ascendancy. It can be crude,
overwhelming, devastating as it was here on this terrible day.
To mix the metaphors, the sky was alight with the flames of
hell, while all the earth was shrouded in darkness. The evidence
of evil was overwhelming. But grace can be found in little things
of great value. The diamond may be small enough to be held in
a ring on the little finger, but it may be more valuable than the
shop from which it was bought!

Here, amidst all the trauma of the cross, all the scorn, hatred
and humiliation, is the diamond of love. It is clearly seen in the
life and death of the Man on the centre cross, but it also, as it
always does, finds its reflection in some who take time to gaze
upon it. Mary, suffering as no other, finds that love like her’s
brings healing as well as hurt. The love too, of that favoured
disciple, finds expression in caring and giving. Real love always
does. For God so loved, that He gave. It is the mark of all true
lovers and we find God’s pleasure when we practise it.

Meditations at the Table
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Luke 22:20

“This cup is the New Covenant…”

This is no ordinary meal. There is a satisfaction here that we
find nowhere else. Well might it be described as new. Of course,
there was a covenant in the blood of the Old Testament, but it
was not His blood. What marvellous truth in Isaac Watts’
encouraging hymn “not all the blood of beasts on Jewish altars
slain”. The old covenant allowed the Israelites to go free, but
this covenant is sealed with a blood that goes on cleansing.

In the Old Covenant, those who obeyed it were promised God’s
help and guidance, but the people’s sin was not finally dealt with.
But here, in this Man’s blood we have not only release from sin’s
eternal consequences, but power to defeat it in our daily lives.

The old was written in stone, cold and impersonal: the ‘new’
is written in our hearts with its capacity to respond in warmth.

The Apostle Paul was exultant in his language when
contrasting the New Covenant with the Old. He was more
qualified than most. The Old was his life—Royal tribe of
Benjamin, Hebrew of the Hebrews, Pharisee of Pharisees. An
impeccable history of conformity to the Law. Blameless, and a
model inheritor of the Covenant, and what does he now say? In
the light of what I have received in the New Covenant of Grace,
I count it all loss.

Because it is His blood, He is the surety and guarantee of
all that God has promised to do for us at Calvary. The same
Lord who calls this the new covenant also declares “behold I
make all things new”.

Jim Waring
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Luke 23:34

“Father forgive them…”

Look at the background against which He prays this prayer.
He has often prayed for His friends—we can understand that
and practise it—but this time it is for His enemies and He had
plenty of them: in fact more of them than friends. And don’t
we all, when our lives are such as they challenge the ways of
others? We ought not to be surprised. How they hated Him!

Godliness has many mysteries about it, and this is one of
them. There is great grace required in forgiveness. In fact the
one begets the other. The Saviour was ‘full of grace’ and His
forgiveness was magnanimous. As we have more grace in our
lives and practise it, so the more forgiving we are. Stephen was
a man of faith and grace when on his ‘cross’ of stones, rather
than nails, he echoes the words of his Master “lay not this sin
to their charge”.

I have suggested in another place that effective forgiveness
is meant to lead to reconciliation and as such requires the
confession of the guilty one. However, there is a sense in which
forgiveness is at its best and God-like when it is unsought and
unrequited. A generosity of mind which looks benevolently upon
those who have wronged us. ‘May the mind of Christ my Saviour
dwell in me from day to day’.

He loved us as enemies and made us His friends. When we
forgive, we are in good company and, who knows, maybe in the
mercy of God those we forgive will become our friends and His.
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